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*   *   *
Mathematical astronomy was an art related to the calendar-making system in
ancient periods. Of the exact sciences, mathematical astronomy was the only
subject that attracted great attention from emperors in ancient and medieval
China. After Christian missionaries had brought western science into China in
the sixteenth century, the old tradition was gradually lost, and ever fewer people
could understand what the principles guiding the traditional Chinese calendar-
making systems were. In the past three centuries, however, traditional Chinese
mathematical astronomy has attracted the attention of a number of eminent
scholars, inside and outside China, who have tried to figure out its real meaning.
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Yabuuti’s Contributions to the History of Mathematical Astronomy
in Ancient China
Yabuuti Kiyosi (1906-2000) was a pioneer who made people realize that
research on the history of mathematical astronomy in China is a worthwhile
endeavour. Before he threw himself into this field, there were already some
scholars in East Asia who had devoted their efforts to this area of knowledge in
order to find out what kind of method was used in various calendar-making
systems in ancient China. But, none of them really approached this subject in a
modern scientific way.
Through his long and active academic life, Yabuuti made great contributions
to the history of mathematical astronomy in ancient China. In my opinion, there
are two important achievements that deserve to be highlighted: First, Yabuuti
discovered the fact that the quadratic interpolation that appeared in Yixing’s 
 Dayan li    calendar of 724 AD is equivalent to the method used by
Gauss in his astronomical calculations.1 In fact, as Yabuuti pointed out, this
quadratic interpolation appeared first in Liu Zhuo’s   Huangji li   
calendar of 600 AD. Liu’s algorithm is a kind of piecewise quadratic
interpolation of equal interval, while Yixing’s method is that of unequal interval.
Modern mathematics tells us that the higher the order of interpolating function,
the bigger the amplitude of vibration around the interpolating point.2 This fact
shows that higher order interpolations, say fourth or higher, are not good for
practical application, neither in science nor in engineering. That is the reason
why Liu’s algorithm is still used in modern times, such as in celestial surveying.
Liu Zhuo’s quadratic interpolation method occupied a leading position
among various numerical algorithms in ancient Chinese calendar-making
systems. There is no doubt that, from the technical point of view, this method
guaranteed a high degree of precision for computing the motion of celestial
bodies in these systems. This may explain the reason why ancient Chinese
astronomers were able to maintain a high degree of correct prediction in their
calendar-making systems.
Second, Yabuuti discovered that some important formulas in ancient Chinese
calendar-making systems are reasonable, such as the formulas for predicting the
time of actual new moons and eclipses. Based on his modern astronomical
knowledge, he set up a few differential equations from which he derived the
formulas for the computation of actual new moons and eclipses that appeared in
ancient Chinese calendar-making systems.3 As a result of his excellent work in
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this field, historians of science began to realize that ancient Chinese astronomers
might not have been as ignorant of the celestial motions as people had
previously imagined.
Achievements of Chinese Scholars in the Past Half Century
Of those who responded to Yabuuti’s work on mathematical astronomy in
ancient China, Li Yan  , Yan Dunjie   , Chen Meidong    and
Liu Jinyi    should be mentioned first. Yabuuti pointed out the
relationship between Yixing’s and Gauss’ interpolation, but he gave no
explanation on how Yixing derived his algorithm. As the most important
numerical tool in ancient Chinese mathematical astronomy, the method of
interpolation adopted by Liu Zhuo and Yixing was often employed by calendar-
makers after them. A systematic study of this numerical method was obviously
necessary.
In his studies on the methods of interpolations used by ancient Chinese
mathematicians, Li Yan collected many cases of the use of interpolation in
ancient Chinese calendar-making systems. He demonstrated that Liu Zhuo’s
interpolation is equivalent to the so-called Newtonian Interpolation formula.
Based on the Linde shujie     (Explanations on the Art of the Linde
[Calendar]) of Li Shanlan   , Li Yan offered a geometric explanation for
the derivation of Liu Zhuo’s interpolation method.4
Yan Dunjie wrote a number of articles on the history of mathematical
astronomy in ancient China. Among them, a paper concerning coordinate
systems exchange between the equator and ecliptic by calculating the difference
of right ascension and polar-longitude is the most impressive piece.5 In this
paper, he worked out a special kind of function that was widely used by
calendar-makers in the Tang and Song dynasties. From his study, we know that
interpolation was not the only numerical method that was used in ancient
Chinese mathematical astronomy.
In the past three decades, an increasing number of Chinese scholars have
devoted themselves to the field of the history of mathematical astronomy.
Foremost among them are Chen Meidong and Liu Jinyi, both of whom made
great contributions to this field. Their research covered many subjects that had
been more or less neglected by Yabuuti, such as planetary theory. Sadly, Liu's
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contributions were cut short by his death in middle age, but Chen has continued
his work in this field until the present day. Chen’s results include the description
of algorithms for calculating solar shadow, declination of the sun and polar-
latitude of the moon (jihuangwei    in Chinese), and many other items.
His papers have been collected for publication under the title Guli xintan (New
Explorations on the Old Calendar-making System).6 Through his detailed
studies, Chen Meidong came to the conclusion that there existed a
formularization movement in and after the eighth century. This movement was
typical of traditional mathematical astronomy after the Tang dynasty. In the
1990s, when some young historians of mathematics also turned their attention to
this field, most of the algorithms invented by the ancient Chinese calendar-
makers were converted into modern form.
It is well known that mathematical astronomy and mathematics in ancient
China were closely related to each other so as almost to form one inseparable
subject. This is quite contrary to today, when people consider them to be
separate modern scientific disciplines. Thus, when modern mathematicians look
at a calendar-making system, they are interested in which formula is similar to a
modern algorithm. When astronomers look at them, they are interested in how
precise the old system was. The concerns of astronomers and mathematicians
differ.
The younger generation of historians of exact sciences is coming to realize
that such differentiation is not useful for a better understanding of the history of
Chinese mathematical astronomy. Therefore, they increasingly approach
traditional mathematical astronomy as one whole system in their research. What
they are especially interested in is to clarify how these algorithms and systems
were constructed in the traditional way. Starting from this viewpoint, they have
found that there are numerous problems to be solved in this field, like, for
instance: How were these formulas constructed? Can we suppose the existence
of any geometric model that was used for constructing the algorithms? What is
the difference between mathematical astronomical thought in ancient China and
that of other civilizations?7
This is a never-ending story in which the actors have been replaced many
times. When we look back on it, however, we cannot forget those who played
such an important and influential role on its stage.
That is why we assemble here in memory of a great scholar: Professor
Yabuuti Kiyosi.
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